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‘
The illiterate of the 21st Century will not be those who cannot 
read and write, but those who cannot learn, unlearn, and relearn.
Alvin Toffler

The 4th Industrial Revolution [4IR] and 21st Century [21C] are disrupting 
political, economic and social systems as well as cultural norms and social 
roles. Skills like learning agility, resilience, creativity, originality, critical 
thinking, problem-solving and the ability to learn give humans an advantage 
over technology and learners say they need help mastering them.

People require capacity and the skills that enables freedom 
of passage throughout the world they live and work in.
Karthik Krishnan, Global CEO, Britannica Group

Pearson Global Learner Survey 2019
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You don’t need to be the person who knows how 
to code blockchain, but you do need to know 
about  the type of systemic changes it can affect. 
You do need to know the industries it can disrupt. 
If you want the systems of the future to work for 
you, include yourself in blockchain.
Carissa Carter  Director of teaching and learning at Stanford's d.school

“
”

Why everyone should care about blockchain & DLT 
even if you don’t understand it?



“
”

By 2023, up to 30% of news and 
video content world-wide could be 

authenticated as real by blockchain

BUILDING 21C SKILLS, FIT FOR THE FUTURE OF WORK & LEARNING, AND IMPACTING DAILY LIFE, COMMUNITY, BUSINESS & ECONOMIC  INCLUSION

[Gartner 2020]
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EXAMPLES

NEWS PROVENANCE PROJECT: https://www.newsprovenanceproject.com/

DEEP TRUST ALLIANCE: https://www.deeptrustalliance.org/

PO.ET: https://www.po.et/

CONSUMERNODE.UK: https://www.consumernode.uk/

‘

‘

Living      Learning

https://www.consumernode.uk/
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• Research and Data & Provenance

• Copyright ownership & Plagiarism

• Sovereign Identity & Entropy of Information

• Data & Copyright Commercialisation

• Resource Collation & Provenance

• Testing hypothesis and ideation

• 21C & 4IR Skills Development, Assessment & Mapping

‘

‘

Living      Learning

FILTER BUBBLES 
ACADEMIC & DIGITAL
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THE PARADIGM IS CHANGING

Personal data stores allow companies and individuals to retain 
control over content they make, share & consume.

Blockchain will enable users to control not only their own information, 
[but also] the algorithms and filters that direct their information flows.

Google will make all advertisers prove their identities, so people can 
see who they are and which country they're in [April 23, 2020]

Twitter’s is currently working to allow users to read what they want, 
offering filters based on blockchain to authenticate content if they 
want or unfiltered content if they chose that [Gartner 2020]

China is officially launching their major new blockchain initiative 
called the Blockchain-based Services Network (BSN)

Proponents contend blockchain will touch, if not 
disrupt, every major industry and will even alter 
the way that people and societies interact. 

The potential to transform systems and leapfrog 
infrastructure can enable solutions that 
previously weren’t thought to be possible.

Stanford Graduate School of Business Centre for Innovation  
Blockchain for Social Impact

“
”

‘

‘
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”

Shaping the future
Neither technology nor the disruption that 
comes with it is an exogenous force over 
which humans have no control. All of us are 
responsible for guiding its evolution, in the 
decisions we make on a daily basis as 
citizens, consumers, and investors. We 
should thus grasp the opportunity and power 
we have to shape the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution and direct it toward a future that 
reflects our common objectives and values.
Klaus Schwab 
Founder and Executive Chairman 
World Economic Forum.


